Instructions:
- Read the riddles and the clues carefully and spot the relevant paintings.
- Answer the questions and collect the eggs.
- Delete the eggs from the table in the next page and ask for your reward at the reception!!
- Enjoy the art hunt!
the eggs
A beautiful mermaid, queen Melousine, welcomes you with grace in the museum! Greet her properly!

- what’s the colour of her fish tail?

GROUND FLOOR

A sweet girl went out to the balcony to admire the beautiful sunset. It is so hot today that she walks barefoot. The flowers are so pretty and they smell great!

- How many doves can you spot on the stairs?

Now look around for a giant vase with handles. They say that it used to be outside the temple of Aphrodite. Look, a dog is staring at you!

- What do these men wear on their head?

A flouncy lady with a long red dress went out for her afternoon stroll. Where is she going. Look at her carefully and answer...

- What decorates her hat?
1ST FLOOR

A horseman seems trapped in a teeny tiny painting. Spot the painting and answer...

- What colour is the belt of the horseman?

She sits on a blue blanket in the middle of a yard grinding with her mill. What are you grinding lovely lady?

- Who else is with her in the yard?

In the afternoon the father took a basket in one hand and with the other hand was holding his little girl. They went together for a stroll in the fields of Nicosia to pull weeds.

- What's the colour of the little girl’s dress?
The queen dressed in a white gown is saying goodbye to her country, the beautiful Venice, and to the people that gathered for the farewell.

- What pet is there by her side?

Caterina Cornaro loves jewellery. Observe the paintings in the red room and spot her favourite piece of jewel that she wears in many paintings.

- Which is her favourite piece of jewel?

A pink flamingo and a seagull became best friends in the salt lakes of Larnaca. Find the two friends and answer...

- How many flamingos flew in this painting?

‘Why is this lady pinching my cheek? What a weird custom they have in this country!’ said the girl with the flowery dress and the hat.

- What are the colours of this painting?
A girl is sitting buried in her thoughts, next to the window. What is she thinking about? Find the girl and have a look at her eyes...

- What colour do they have?

---

A warm colourful sun like a flower comes out of the sea of Paphos.

- What colour do the 'petals' of the sun have?

---

Look around for a beautiful, green fence and you will be visiting a neighborhood in the old city of Nicosia. Spot the window on the first floor and answer...

- Is the window closed or open?

---
In which hand does she hold the snake?

Let’s go now to meet a pretty lady with a blue dress and black long hair. What is she doing? Is she dancing? Let’s dance with her!

- What’s the date on the top of the painting?

Congrats! You made it!
You collected all the easter eggs and you also observed some of the most beautiful artworks painted by the travelling artist who visited our island from 1700 to 1960.